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1. Intrcduction and Descripti,on of Apparatus 

The behaviour of the flav behind a blunt base in supersonic 
flow is in my Way-, closely related to what happens in interactions 
between sho8& waves and boundary-layers, as discussed in Ref. 1. 
Fig. 1 illustrates a typical flow pattern. At the base there are 
expansions which turn the flow in~ar&. Just bchinfi these expansions 
there are shear layers bctireen the fast-moving c&znal flwr ana the 
region of comparatively dead air behind the bnsc. The shear layers 
come together to form a w&e, bcjng dcflectod in thl: process by 
appropriate compression waves back approximately to the free-stream 
direction. The flow pattern in this compression region, the region A 
of Fig. I) is very similar to that where a boundary-layer reattaches on 
to a wall after being separated by sn oblique shook. There is little 
charye of pressure between the base and the beginning of the compression 
region, and since the pressure domstrcam in the vdce mst be roughly 
equd to that in the free-strczm, the base pressure is dependent on the 
amount of pressure increase the shear layers can withstand in the region 
A. Thus turbulent layers can withstand more than laminar ones, so that 
if the flow is turbulent in the region A the base pressure will be 
10~or than if the flow is laminar. This is sndogous to the depcn&nco 
of the pressure rise at separation on the boundary-layer conditions in 
intersections between shock waves and boundzy-layers. 

Because the problem of base pressures is related to that of 
interactions between shock waves and boundary-layerj, its investigation 
at the N.P.L. was a logical sequel to the carlicr invcdd.g&iw 
reported in Ref. 1. The 2.6" x 1.5" direct discharge tunnel (see Ref. 1) 
was very suitable for this work for the same reason as before, wmely 
because Mth it Mach number, Reynolds number, Nld m&.01 configuration 
are all independently variable over a wide range. As with the earlier 
investigation the aim of the work wits to throw light on the fun&me&al 
processes of the flow rather than to accwrmlate ad hoc data. Henoc 
only simple mad shapes were studied.. The principal shapes investigated 
were (a), two-dimensional wedges with base : chord ratios of I/& and l/8, 
as in Fig. Z(a); (b) cones of IO“ semi-angle, as in kg. 2(b); Rna (c) 

cone-oylXer bodies of revolution with 30' semi-angle heads and lengths 
of 3 and 7 diameters, as in Fig. 2(c). In nddition the bnve pressure 
bchha a shdlow lxo-cJ&ensional'step as in Fig. 2(a) V- m0asured at a 
fro+strwm &.ch number of 3, aad that behind a Wedge on R plate, as in 
pig. 2(c), forming ZL %alf modclU1 of the larger wedge of Fig. 2(a), wae 
mnsurcd at X&h numbers of 3 and 4. 

Fubllshed with permission of the Dlreotor, National Physical Laboratory. 
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2. Results and Discussion 

where 
Fig. 3 show a typical curve of base pressure ratio p$p,, 

@ is the base pressure* and pi the free-stresm pressure, 
plotted e+G.nst the Reynolds number R based on model chord, with 
Schlieren photographs of the corresponding flew patterns in the b,we 
region. Figs. 4-6 arc additional Schlieren photographs and Mgs. 7-10 
show curves of p$pl against R for the various model shapes tested 
at the free-stream Mach numbers M of 1.5, 2, 3 am71 4, 

(s.) General Features of the Ease Pressure Curves and Flow Patterns 

In general the curves of p$pl decrease at first v&h 
increasing R end then flatten off. There are corresponding changes 
in the flow patterns, as can be seen from Pig. 3. At low Reynolds 
numbers the shear layers behind the base are inclined only at a smell 
an!$e to the free-stream direction, but they converge more sharply as 
the Reynolds number is increased. Were the base pressure curve has 
fld?x?ncd off, the chsngcs in the flow pattern with increasing Reynolds 
number are correspondingly s~~.ll. 

The base pressure curve for the shallow step at M = 3 
(Fig. 9) differs from tho other curves in being flat at low Reynolds 
numbers and then decreasing with further increase of Reynolds number. 
This is discussed further later. 

The point lrplrkcd T on the curve indicates the minimum 
Reynolds number for which the bounclsry-layer on the body just upstream 
of the base is turbulent. The position of transition was ascertained 
by the use of sublirration techniques and by using small pitot tubes 
resting on the surface. It will be noticed that in most oases the 
transition Reynolds number for bodies of revolution is considerably 
higher than for the two-dimensional wedges at the same &ch number. 
This is because transition on two-dimensional bodies is sensitive to 
any small imperfections in the loading-edge condition. Thus in B'Ag. 9 
there are two curves for the fatter wedge Cth two different transition 
positions, one obtajned when the leading-edge had some slight nicks in 
it, and the other obtained after these nicks had been casefully removed 
by stoning. The curve for the thin wedge at this Mach nuniber also 
corresponds to a carefully smooth&l leading-edge, ana it can be seen 
that dth such a leading edge the transition Reynolds number is roughly 
the same as with bodies of revolution. It was found wh more 
difficult to ascertain the transition position xith bodies of revolution 
t&n with two-dimensional bodies, probably because in the former ceses 
transition seldom occurs synanctrically round the body. 

The transition Reynolti numbers are rather low, even with 
bodies of revolution, Cud instoad of ten&ing to decrease with inoressing 
Mach nuniber, as is usual, they increase, This is probably because the 
free-stream turbulence level in the tunnel is high, so that the transition 
Reynolds nunibcrs are lower than usual, particularly at the lower Mach 
nudocrs, where the contraction to the nozzle throat is less than at the 
higher &oh numbers. (cf.. Ref. 2). 

?l was nonrally measured at the centre of the base with tww3imensional 
mydo s and at half the base radius with bodies of revolution. Vith the 
twc-dimensional models of Fig. 2(a) there were additional pressure tappings 
which showed that the baso pressure is approximately Worm OVC~ the 
whole base. 
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.  
No results obtained 

have been included in Figs. 9 
with the iredge on the plate (Pig. 2(e)) 
and IO for M = 3 and L. althou& the 

wedge on the plate ws tested at these &.ch numb&s. 'it vELY rouna 
that at M = 3 the base ressure curve was very nearly the same as 
for the fatter liedge of 2(a , whilst at M = I+ the curve was P 
parsllel to, but rather higher than, the Curve for the fatter wedge. 
Hmlever this diffsrence is probably not significant bcoause the wall 
in the arrangement of Fig. 2(e) nuy well have been at a slight incidence 
to the flow. This would affect the base pressure directly, whereas 
vtith side-supported "free" mdges the base pressure is insensitive to 
small angles of incidence since the nake always alincs itself along the 
free-stream direction. 
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(b) The Theory of Crocco and Lees 

Considerable light is throw-n on the base prcssurc problem by 
the theory of Crocco and Lees3 snd a brief outline of some of their 
conclusions is given now to facilitate the discussion of the results. 

Crocco and. Lees predict that the shape of the curve of base 
prossurc ratio p$pi against Reynolds number R should be as in 
Fig. 11. At very low Reynolds numbers the flow in the region A of 
fig. 1 is completely laminar and. the base prcssurc is then relatively 
high and insensitive to Reynolds number. At much higher Reynolds 
numbers the shear-layer flow in the region A is completely turbulent 
and the base pressure is then nnxh lower, because the turbulent flow 
cs.n withstand a larger pressure increase in the compression region. 
For intcrmcdiote Reynolds numbers transition occurs within the region A, 
moving closer to the base as the Reynolds number incrosses. The base 
pressure steadily falls as the proportion of turbulent flow in the 
compression region increases. !lhcn the shear-layer flow behind the 
base first becomes fully turbulent (which according to Crocco Ed Lees 
is when the boundary-layer just upstream of the base first becomes 
turbulent) the theory predicts that pa/pi should be a minimum. 
Further increase of R should cause p$pl to increase at first, ancl 
then ultinntely to decrease gradually. This variation is associated 
dth the variation in the thickness of the turbulent boundary-layer 
just upstream of the base. The thictiess st first increases, as the 
txxnsition position moves fon~~d on the body, but when transition 
occurs near the leading-edge so that the effective origin of the 
turbulent layer becomes fixed, the boundary-layer thickness at the base 
of course falls with increasing Reynolds number. The theory predicts 
that the base pressure is bwentcr irhen the ratio of the thickness of 
the bounkry-lnycr just upstream of the base to the base height is 
greater. FIence the variation in boundary-layer thickness just 
described causes the variation in tip1 shoym in Pig. 11 when the 
flow behind the base is turbulent, according to the theory. Also the 
base pressure ourve for a bow of smaller base : chord ratio should be 
higher than that for a fatter body. 

(c) Comxarison Between the Experiments1 Results and the 
Predictions of Crooco and Led 

Mxny of the features just described arc found in the 
expcrtintal results, but there are some differences. In this 
section the points of comparison are discussed, itcmby item. 

(i) Of the cxperkental results, only the bILse pressure curve 
for the sh.al.lov~ step at M = 3 shows a flat top at 1017 RCYIIO~CJS 
numbers. presumably with the other bodies the flow in the compression 
region behind the base \T;~s S~WLIYS at least partially turbulent in the 
experiments. This is &spite the fc?ct that low Reynolds numbers R 
yiorc achieved, often as low 35 0.1 x 106- However as mentioned before the 

free-stream/ 
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free-streamttiulence level in the tunnel is probably high, v&&h 
could account for the failure to obtain la&Gnsr flow behind the base 
except with the shallow step. It is easier to obtain laminsr flow 
vrith a smaller base height because then the Reynolds number based on 
the length from the base to the compression region behind it is 
smaller for a given Reynolds number R based on chord. 

(ii) All the base pressure curves other than the curve for the 
shallcw step at N = 3 and the curves for RI = 1.5 show a mrked 
decrease dth increasing Reynpl6.s number at low Reynolds numbers. 
This IS associated with trsnsition modng closer to the base, in the 
manner suggested by Crccco and Lees. The curves for bodies of 
revolution at 34 = 1.5, hwuever, shw an increase (in one case 
marked, in the other slight) 16th incressing Reynolds numbers for most 
of the range in rih-ich the boundary-lsyeraat the base are laminer. 
One possible explanation is that the head shock, after reflection from 
the side malls of the tunnel, comes rather close to the base at this 
lar-r Mach number, and rmy interfere dth the flow. However this does 
not seem likely with the smllest chord models. An alternative 
explsnation is that trsnsition occurs in the shear layers behind the 
base before the compression region is reached, oven though the 
bounclary-layer flop is larninar. Wnsition would be more likely to 
occur at low Mach numbers because shear byers tend to be more stable 
at higher Mwh number&5. It would eJ.so be more likely to happen 
vrith the three-dimensional bodies tested in the present experiments 
than with the two-dimensional body tested. For the former have brgcr 
base : chord ratios than the latter, so that the Reynolds numbers based 
on the length fi-omthe base to the compression region behind it sre 
lorger for a given chord Reynolds number R. However there is a rsnge 
of Reynolds number even for the two-dimensional body for srhich the base 
pressure ratio increases slightly with R when the boun&ry-layer f'lo~ 
is lam&~-. TMs is true also for the three-dimensions1 bodies at a 
Mach number of 2, so that all these results arc consistent with the 
explanation in tern= of transition in the shear layers. It renG.n.3 
to be explained why the base pressure should increase with Reynolds 
number under such conditions, (though the increase is in most cases 
slight.) There might be an effect analogous to that of boundary-layer 
thickness 3s predicted by Crocco and Lees to account for the increase. 
Hwcver it is argued later that boudary-layer thickness may not be 
very important with base : chord ratios as large as in m3st of the 
present wperiments. An alternative cause for the increase might be 
that the character of the turbulent motion varies appreciably vsith 
Reynolds number iiinedistely dovmstream of transition. 

(iii) The minimum on the base pressure curves predicted by Crocco 
znd. Lees occurs in our results at the lower Mach numbers thou& not 
necessarily, as just mentioned, at the tr,ulsiti.on Reynolds number. 
There is little sign of such s minimwn at M = 3 and. none at all 
at M = 4. 

The N,O.L ballistics range data. quoted by Kurzweg6 and 
Bogdonoff's results , f all obtainedvith bodies of revolution at Mach 
numbers of about 3, show a mwked minirwm. However, in the latter 
case the minimum oosition aoaarentlv occurs at a lower Rend& number 
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The transition Reynolds number for Bogdonoff's dst.3 is 
apparently considerably higher thsn in the present experiments, and it 
is certainly rrmch higher for the N.O.L. &ta. With higher transition 
Reynolds numbers, Crocco and Lees' explanation of the dximum on the 
base pressure cul?re might perhaps be mzze applicable than for lower 
transition Reynolds numbers. For it can be shown thclt for higher 
transition Reynolds numbers there is a @eater proportional difference 
bebxeen the minimum turbulent boundary-layer thicluxxs at the base 
(when transition is at the base) and the maximum thickness (when 
transition is fdrly near the leading eke). 

The effects of boundary-layer thiokncss on base pressure are, 
however, not clear. Crocco and Lees predict that, for instance, with 
turbulent boundary-layers of given thickness and with a given chord, the 
base pressure ratio p$pi increases very considerably for a ohsngc of 
bsae height: chord ratio from l/3 to l/IO. According to their theory 
such 3n incrcsse would occur both with two-dimensional bodies 3nd with 
bodies of revolution. The theory of Cope8 would also predict a big 
increase for bodies of revolution, but a similar analysis applied to 
two-dimensional bodies would not indicate any offcct of boundary-layer 
thiclalcss . Ecaetall and Egg&k's experimental results9 for the base 
pressure bekind a IzJo-dimensional step at a &oh number of 1.86 show 
very little change of base pressure ratio for step height : chord ratios 
varying from l/IO to l/20. The correspond@ base height : chord ratios 
with a "free" wedge would vary from l/5 to l/IO because the flat plate 
on which the step is mounted corresponds to the axis of synmetry. 
This lack of variation for twc-tinsionalbodies might seem to favour 
Cope's theory rather than that of Crooco o.nd. Lees. However, it is 
shown later that, with bodies of revolution also, when due allowsnce 
is mde for the "inviscid flow" effect of body shape on the pressure 
distribution, the effects of vary5xg base : chord ratio over a 2 to 1 
range love little effect on base rcssurc 

IE 
according to both our 

expcrimcnts <snd. those of Chapman . Thus there is experimental 
evidence in favour of the view tlmt boundary-lsyer thicluxess only has 
a sxmll effect on the base pressure ratio for base : chord ratios 
greater than l/IO. This might seem contrary to the fact that 
undoubtedly there often occurs a minimum on the b,aso pressure curve, 
and such a mjnimum is predicted by Crooco and Lee3 and Cope to be a 
conscquoncc of tho boundary-layer thiolaxxs variation. However the 
expcrinentclmindmsn does not always occur at the tmnsition Reynolds 
number, as the theory requires, and it my well be that the reason 
for the mintixm? differs from that suggested by the theory. Thus the 
cause might bc some variation in the oh3rs.der of the turbulent flow 
which may occur close to transition. 

Not only is there oxpcdmental evidence against the view 
that boundary-layer thictiess is important, but it is possible to 
adduce a physionl argument as ~011. The expansion spr5nging from the 
base must occclcrate the boundary-layer air 30 that just downstream of 
the base the part of the shear layer in l<hich the velocity gradients 
are really L-.rge is much thinner than the boudary-layer upstream of 
the bnsc. Outside of this region of high shear there will be, as in 
Pig. 12, a region of slight shcnr conpnroblc in thickness rrith the 
boundary-layor thickness. It can easily be shown by inviscid-fluid 
theory that Ktong any streamline the velocity gradient nom1 to the 
strc,un direction is rducca on passing through the sudden e-ion 
in the ratio of the pressure ot B to that at A (Fig. 12). Thus 
p3xticula.rl.y with turbulent boundary-layers, whore the velocity 
gradients in thl: outer pert of'thc boundary-layer are small to start 
lrcith, the situation downstream of the bnse is almost the same 33 if 
there were no boundary-layer upstrcsm of the base. If there is 
sufficient distanoe between the base and the compression region 
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dOwrw.trealil (as there will be if the bsse is of sufficient height) 
re@On of high shear wi31 have ~T.VM in thickness ad &x&e& by 

w the region of slight shear outside of it before the compression 
region has been reached. The profile will then be almost entirely 
inaepcndcnt of the originalboun&~~-layer profile srd thickness, 
particularly vtith turbulent boundary-layers. The boundary-layer 
thickness will accordingly have little effect on what happet~~ to the 
flw in the compression region, and hence will not greatly affect the 
base pressure. If, however, the base height is smdl the profile of 
the shear-layer will still be somewhat as in fig. 12 at the beginnj;ng 
of the compression rczion. The compression will then steepen the 
gradients in the region of slight shear, which will therefore have a 
significant effect on the profiles downstrcsm of the compression nrd 
hence on the equilibrium of the compression region. Thus the base 
pressure might be expected to vary with the ratio of boundary-layer 
thiclamss to base height whon this height is a vary small proportion 
of the chord, but not when it is a larger proportion. 

3. The Effects of Body Shape 

With bodies of revolution the flow patterns dcwnstresm of the 
baso and the ratios of the pressures to the free-stream pressure cannot 
be idependent of body shape. Conmder say a cone 2nd a long 
cone-oylintler body of revolution. The pressure on the surface of the 
long body just upstream of the bzso is nearly equal to the free-stream 
pressure. Ox the surface of the cone the prossure is of course higher 
than the free-strcsm prcssuro, but if thorc were an eqpnsion at the 
bsae turning the flow to the free-stresm direction, the pressure would 
drop below that in the free-strcsm*. Hence if the flow sngles just 
downstream of the base wore the ssmc with tho cone a3 with the 
cone-cylinder, the base prcssurc ratio pg/p$ would be lower for the 
cone. Similarly the base prcssurc ratio for a short cons cylinder 
would be lowor than for a long one, sinoc for a short cone cylinder 
the pressure on the surf~co just upstrc,un of the base is appreciably 
lower than the free-strcam pressure. 

!7ith two-Smonsionxl bodies, on the other hand, the base 
pressure ratio would be atiost zindcpendcnt of body shape if the 
i.ncl.i.nation of the flow just downstream of the base to the free-stream 
direction did not vary. The only di~fercnocs would be due to shock 
losses, and with thickness : chord ratios up to, say 4 the differences 
would be small. 

In an attempt to present the results of Figs. 7 to IO for 
bodies of revolution in such a form that they are indopcndent of body 
shspc, they arc replottcd in Fig. 13 cm pdp against R, whore 5 
is the calculzted pressure inmediately dmmstream of tho base on a 
hypothctioal cylindrical cxtencion of tho body z-ith the same diem&or 
as that of the base. If 

v 
wore the same with different bodies, 

the angle botwccn the free-s ream direction andtho shear-layer flow 
just downstrcm~ of the base would be approximdcly the ssme. It can 
be soon from Fig. 13 that at the hi&cst Rcyr.olds numbers, where in 
most cases at least the flow in the compression rogion behind tho base 
is turbulent, p$- is very roughly independent both of body shape and 
of R. In other words in our oxpcriments with bodies of revolution, 
(the most den&r of which was 7 base-dis.mcters long,) the inclination 
of the &oar layer flow just downdrcsm of tho base to tho free-stream 
&rection tends in the turbulent r&gimc to be CL fiLlction only of &oh 
number, independent of Reynolds number, of body shape, and of the ratio 
of the bouday-layer thickness to base dismetor. 

ChapmanI o/ 
____________c-_--------------------- 

OFor the pressure on the surface of the cone is less tk?n that after 
s tw*wensiond. isentropic compression turning the flow by the 
sepli-angle of the cone, but tho oxpension at the base is locally 
two-dimensional. 
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Chapman’0 correlates the results obtained with vsriously 
shaped bodies of revolution by ass&g thd the ratio pB/p' is 
invariant. The pressure p' is similar to 5, being defined as the 
pressure on a hypotheticnl cylindrical extension of the body one 
diameter doumstresm of the base. It fs assumed that p' represents 
an effective free-stream pressure averaged over the region from the 
base to the compression region, which typically occurs at rather more 
than one diameter behind the base. The ratio pa/p' differs less 
from p$pi then does &p, so that Chapmsn's "correction" for body 
shape is rather less severe than ours. However, the data for 
turbulent boundary-layers given by ~hapms.nlO are correlated at least 
as well cn our pg/- basis as on Chapmn's p$pl basis. 

For two-dimensional flow, the only data obtained in the 
present experiments for the effects of different body shapes are shave 
in Figs. y and 10. At high Reynolds numbers at M = 3 the base 
pressure ratio is approximately independent of R and the ssme for the 
two wdges tested. This suggests that with turbulent flow, the base 
pressure ratio p$pl is insensitive to R, to body shape, and to 
the ratio of boundary-layer thichess to base height, at any rate for 
base heights greater than l/8 chord. BeastsUs& Eg 'nk's results9 
for flow down a step confirm this. Chapman's results ft obtsined 
with base : chord ratios between l/IO and j/80 show, whe; plotted against 
boundary-layer thichess divided by base height, an appreciable variation 
of PdPi at a Mach number M = 3.1 but a liluch smaller variztion at 
M = 2.0 and virtually none at M = 1.5. At all Mach numbers, 
however, Cham's results are perfectly consistent with there being no 
significant effect of the ratio of bomaary-layer thickness to base 
height for base heights greater than, sq, l/10 chord. our results of 
Fig, 10 obtained at M = 4 show differences between the base pressure 
ratios pB/pl with the two wedges even s.t high Reynolds numbers. 
However, as is shown in the next section, there is some evidence that at 
this Mach number and at the Reynolds numbers of the experiments the flow 
in the shear-layers downstream of the base is lsminar even when the 
boundary-layer flow is turbulent. Such a return to laming flow on 
passing throu& the exp‘ansions at the base is more lilcely to occur at 
high Mach numbers than at low ones, since shear-layers ‘are mOre stable 
at high Maoh numbers. 

(a) The Effects of Body Shape yrhen Transition Occurs in the 
Comoreasion Region Behind the Base 

When the shear-layers leaving the base are laminar, the base 
pressure ratio pB/pl is very sensitive to the position of transition 
in the interaction region, being muoh less when transition is close to 
the base than when it it further away. It is reesonable to expect 
that the distance of transition dowrxdream of the base in tern of the 
base height or diameter h as unit of len&h would depend partly on 
the Reynolds number Rh bnsed on free-stream conditions and the length 
11, and. partly on the Reynolds number R based on model chord. As 
pointed out enslior, the expansion at the base nccelerates the 
boundsLy-layer air so that just downstream of the base the part of the 
shear-layer 1y1 which the velocity gradients are really large is much 
thinner than the boundary-layer upstream of the base. Hence if on 
passing through the e-don any disturbsnoes in the upstream 
boundary-layer were damped out (in the same wsy that turbulence is 
reduced by the meran velooity rise in a v&d-tunnel contraction), the 
"effective origin" of the shear-layer would be irt the base, with fairly 
bge base heights ns used in the present experiments. Accordingly 
the tr-ition &ktancc downstream of the bose would presunnbly depend 
mainly on % snd. be almost independent of R. However if upstream 
&sturbances are not damped out by the expansion, the transition 
astance will depend on R as well. 

w 
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In Fig. 14 the results of figs. 7 to 10 for three-dimensional 
bodies are replotted as p&5 against s, and in Fig. 15 the results 
for two-dimensional bodies at M = 3 and 4 are replotted as pB/pl 
against a. From Figs. 13 and 14 it c&i 3e seen that the results for 
three-dimensional bodies correlate quite well when wp is plotted 
a@inSt R, wElst the best correlation wtith ti<o-dimcnsioti bodies is 
obtained when Rh is taken as the independent variable. This is 
Perhaps not unreasonable since the base pressure ten&to be lower with 
tWo-dimensional bodies thsn with bodies of revolution, so that the 
expansions are stronger and any disturLances present in the upstream 
boundary-layer are more likely to be damped out. 

However it must be borne in mind that different results are 
likely to be obtained from different wind tunnels, since the results 
with partially *r flow in the comression region are critically 
dependent on the position of transition, and this in turn is affected 
by the tunnel turbulence level. It is perhaps because of differences 
in the latter that Chapman's results do not correlate on the same 
basis as ours. Chapman~O suggests that when the boundary-layer is 
lminar p$p' is a f'unction of hRT/c, where h is The base height 
or diameter and c is the chord. The expression W/c is roughly 
proportional to tho ratio of the base height to the thickness of the 
lad boundary-Idyer at the bese. Thx ratio certainly cannot be 
the only rel-t factor because it is not the only factor affecting 
the position of transition relative to the base. Furthermore with 
base heights which are not too smdl it can be argued as above that 
boundary-layer thickness should not be very relevant, though the 
esgument applies less forcibly to lzknar layers than to turbulent ones. 
Hmrever Chapr~~~'s three-dkensional results which are plotted in our 
way as p~/p~ against R in,Fig. 16, correlate quite me11 when 
w/P' is plotted against m/o, as can be seen from Fig. 17. They 
correlate nearly as well. when plotted as &p against Rh, as in 
Fig. 18, but the correlation is not very good when p p is plotted 
against R, as in Fig. IV. Our results for bodies o 6 revolution 
covelate less well when either p$p' or pB/p is plotted against 
W/c than when .pB/-p is plotted against Rh, and much less well 
than when qp is plotted against R. Similarly with our 
two-dimensional bodies better agregment is obtained with Rh aa 
indepedent variable thsn vsith m/o. These differences from 
Chspman~s findings me perhaps due to the fact that the transition 
Reynolds numbers were mxh higher in Chapman's tests than in ours. 
In aw case it is obvious from the physical discussion presented 
earlier that none of the suggested methods of plotting the results 
takes account of all the relevant physical factors. 

Fig. 15 shows that the two curves obtained. with two-dimensional 
bodies at M = 4 agree quite well when plotted against Rh even at 
high Reynolds numbers, yzherens the discrepsncy is much greater when the 
results are plotted against R, as in Kg. IO. This is perhaps en 
indication that lsmina r flow is re-established behind the base even with 
turbulent boundary-tiyers, since Rh would only be expected to be 
relevant if it controls trensition position. The flow photographs 
Figs. 4 and 5 nro not incons~ ent with this conjecture. t 

The Reynolds 
number R is the ssme, 3 x IO , in both these pictures, but the Mach -.. . .- _ 
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that condensation of the air occurs in the very high Ikch number region 
just outside the shear-layers at M = 4. Local Mach numbers as high 
es 5.6 are reached, end vsith the high stagnation pressures used (up to 
about 20 atmospheres) and atmospheric stagnation temperature there is 
certainly a &mger of condensation. A rough calculation suggested that 
if condensation occurs without supercooling the measured flovr angles 
vrdcl in fact be about 3' greater than the calculated ones, Such 
condensation would be most severe at the highest stagnation pressures, 
i.e., at the highest Reynolds numbers. It may be that this effect, 
rather than any re-establdxnent of 1 aminar flow behind the base, is 
responsible for the fact that the base pressure curves do not flatten 
off at the highest Reynolds numbers achieved in our experiments zt 
ifl = 4. 

4. Comparison with Previous Measurements of Bsse Pressure for 
Turbulent Boundary-Layers 

Although the foregoing discussion has suggested inteqretations 
thst differ in some ways from those previously current, the experiments 
are in reasonable agreement with previous experiments for the most 
important practical case, namely that of turbulent boundary-layers. 
This is illustrated by Figs. 20 and 21 which compare the present results 
for bodies of revolution and ~~odi.mensional bodies respectively with 
the curves derived'0," by Chap- from a consideration of a large 
number of experimental results. 

List of S.wlbols 

R Reynolds number baseil on the chord of a wedge or the length 
of a body of revolution. 

M free-stream Mach number. 

P static pressure. 

PI p in free-stream. 

PB p st the base of a bob. 

F calculated value of p just dovmstream of base on a 
';"""rgio;; cylindrical extension of a body of revolution 

see a e . 

P' calculated value of p one diameter downstream of base on a 
hypothetical cylindrical extension of a body of revolution 
(see p.9 7). 

h base height or diameter. 

c chord of n wedge or length of n body of revolution. 

Rh Reynolds number based on length h. 
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FIG. I. 
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Typical flow pattern. 

FIG 2. 

Details of the models tested 
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FIGS II & 12. 
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FIG. 12. 

Velocity- profiles near the base. 
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FIG,S 20 & 21 FIG 20. 
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